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Abstract

Emergency medicine and its services have reached a breaking point during the COVID-19 pandemic. This pandemic has highlighted
the failures of a system that needs to be reconsidered, and novel approaches need to be considered. Artificial intelligence (AI)
has matured to the point where it is poised to fundamentally transform health care, and applications within the emergency field
are particularly promising. In this viewpoint, we first attempt to depict the landscape of AI-based applications currently in use in
the daily emergency field. We review the existing AI systems; their algorithms; and their derivation, validation, and impact
studies. We also propose future directions and perspectives. Second, we examine the ethics and risk specificities of the use of AI
in the emergency field.
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Introduction

Emergency Services Crowding Effects
Emergency departments (EDs) and related services such as
intensive care units and emergency medical dispatch (EMD)
have recently been in the spotlight owing to the COVID-19
pandemic. The fragility of the emergency system has been
exposed by overcrowded services, extensive waiting times, and
exhausted staff struggling to respond to exceptional situations.
Even during times of regular activity, the national efforts to
improve waiting times and optimize the health care pathway
for patients have underscored the necessity of reconsidering the
emergency system. Indeed, the number of ED visits worldwide
has increased faster than the rate of population growth in the
past decades [1-3]. The identified causes of increasing ED
attendance include nonurgent visits, frequent visitors, extended
boarding times, staff shortages, and repeated reductions of
downstream beds [4]. The negative effects of ED crowding
include impact on several patient-oriented outcomes such as

mortality [5-7], complication rates [1], walkouts [8], time to
treatment [1,9], satisfaction [10], and length of stay [11].
Furthermore, ED crowding has been identified as a major stress
factor for health care professionals, leading to burnout [12] and
medical errors [13]. So far, solutions and efforts have mainly
focused on improving patient workflow within the ED; however,
a more comprehensive approach appears more effective [14].
Solutions provided by artificial intelligence (AI) could be one
of the building blocks of a system-wide improvement for
emergency medicine and services.

Novel Approaches for Reshaping Emergency Medicine
The field of emergency medicine has received considerable
interest in the application of AI to health care owing to the
unique nature of this medical practice. With challenges related
to organization and coordination as well as the need for rapid
and accurate decision-making for patients categorized as high
acuity, novel approaches provided by AI are promising in
emergency medicine and services. AI techniques have already
been shown to be promising for improving diagnosis, imaging
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interpretation, triage, and medical decision-making within an
ED setting [15]. However, most research on AI in emergency
medicine is retrospective and has not led to applications beyond
the proof of concept. Therefore, the potential for AI applications
in routine clinical care settings is yet to be achieved. Critical
appraisal of evidence supporting whether a clinical digital
solution involving AI has an impact on patient outcomes should
be mandatory [16]. Specifically, an independent evaluation by
an objective independent entity (or authorized entities), both
during development and use, should be performed. The
independent evaluation would address verification, validation,
and impact on patient outcomes and safety. To date, few system

suppliers have challenged their products and services in terms
of key health metrics [17]. However, some applications have
already been deployed for prehospital, EMD, and ED (Figure
1). In this contribution, we attempt to depict the landscape of
AI-based applications currently used in the daily emergency
field. For each section, we will provide a context based on recent
reviews, the AI applications’ algorithms or models used (if
available), how they were validated, and whether the desired
impact on patients’ outcomes was assessed. We also propose
future directions and perspectives. Our second objective is to
examine the legal and ethical specificities of AI use in the
emergency field.

Figure 1. Artificial intelligence’s business landscape in emergency medicine in 2022. AI: artificial intelligence; ED: emergency department; EMD:
emergency medical dispatch.

Actual and Possible Applications of AI for Emergency
Services
The journey of a patient who requires care in the ED includes
several steps that can or could be impacted by AI (Figure 2).

Before coming to an ED, several steps can be carried out such
as checking symptoms on the internet and contacting the
emergency call center or their general practitioner.
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Figure 2. The emergency patient journey and where artificial intelligence is making or can make an impact. AI: artificial intelligence; ED: emergency
department; EMD: emergency medical dispatch.

Prehospital

Self-triage
The use of patient-facing clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs) has continuously increased in recent years [18]. Tools
assisting laypersons in their self-assessment of whether and
where to seek urgent professional medical care and for what
diagnoses based on the users’ input of symptoms and medical
history are termed symptom checkers. To date, symptom
checkers provided by free websites or mobile apps have proven
to be inconsistent, supplying generally risk-averse advice and
often recommending more urgent care than necessary [19,20].
Digital tools that impact care delivery and behaviors should
undergo rigorous evaluation that enables evidence-based
determination of their efficacy. However, evaluations of the
effectiveness of self-sorting apps often provide limited evidence
as they rely heavily on observational studies [21]. Schmieding
et al [22] recently assessed the triage accuracy of 22 symptom
checkers and showed that their performance did not improve
between 2015 and 2020. For 2 cases of use, the triage
performance decreased (advice on when emergency care is
needed and when no health care is required for the moment).

The apps sample of 2020 less frequently mistook self-care cases
and nonemergency cases for emergencies; at the same time, it
more often misclassified emergencies as nonemergencies [22].
Regarding the algorithms or models used by these proprietary
websites or apps, information about their architecture,
development, and validation is sparse. When the information
is available, most symptom checkers and their decision support
systems rely on probabilistic or graphical algorithms (Bayesian
decision trees or Bayesian-directed graphs [23-28]). Some apps,
such as Babylon Health [29], use a chatbot that presents the
user with unique or multiple-choice questions for symptom
assessment [30]. Although there is no clear explanation of the
algorithm used by Babylon, the team has released open-sourced
Neural Temporal Point Processed models [31], which are
integrated into an encoder-decoder framework based on deep
learning. This indicates that the app likely uses this type of
model [32]. To ensure the safety of symptom checker users,
transparency about the algorithms used should be maintained.
Further research and development also seem necessary for
improving these self-sorting tools. The use of deep learning
models for these apps should be considered to attempt improving
their limited efficacy (Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Highlights of actual self-sorting and symptom checker apps and websites.

• Multiple proprietary self-sorting apps

• Lack of validation studies

• Weak evidence for their efficacy

• Algorithms often undisclosed

Improving EMD

Overview

Prehospital emergency care and ambulance demands have
substantially increased over the past decade [33-35]. EMD
involves the receipt and management of demands for urgent
medical assistance. It encompasses 2 main dimensions: call
answering, where emergency medical calls are received and
events are classified according to their priority (triaged), and
coordinating, where the best available resources are dispatched
to manage the event.

EMD Data Entry

Emergency medical dispatchers at EMD centers play a pivotal
role in coordinating prehospital care. The interaction between
the dispatcher and patient results in documentation that can be
guided (structured form), semiguided (semistructured), or free
(unstructured). Although effective in narrow and predictable
domains, structured data entry can be quite slow when events
are wide ranging and heterogeneous. To address this issue, the
already-in-use Corti [36] system assists emergency dispatchers
by analyzing the caller’s speech and description. This system
provides advice on which questions to ask next, indicating when
a patient may have a particular presentation, such as myocardial
infarction or stroke. It also helps in data extraction, where the
system can extract and pull information on the caller’s address
and location to reduce the time needed to complete the call and
dispatch emergency medical services. The framework of Corti
contains 2 models: an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
model that transcribes speech to text and an out of hospital
cardiac arrest (OHCA) detection model that predicts OHCA
events from transcribed speech in real time. The ASR is a deep
neural network using a model based on Connectionist Temporal
Classification [37]. This end-to-end (E2E) deep learning
framework is based on a recurrent neural network, and the
network outputs are transformed into a conditional probability
distribution over label sequences (letters, words, or sentences
of the caller). The network can then be used as a classifier by
selecting the most probable label for a given input sequence
[38]. For each second of raw audio, the classifier predicts
whether there is an OHCA based on the accumulated audio
sequence [36]. The efficacy of the AI-guided system provided
by Corti was assessed for OHCA by Byrsell et al [36], and it
was shown that the E2E model recognized OHCA faster than
dispatchers. Despite the promising results for OHCA, the study
assessing the system was retrospective, and other critical
conditions were not tested.

Semistructured or free-structured text observations are the most
frequently used input format for EMD, according to Miller et
al [39]. If dispatchers require this format to be continued in the

future, solutions to facilitate, speed up, and optimize this type
of input should be considered. Computed free text involves
natural language processing (NLP), and a recent breakthrough
revolutionized this area in 2018 when the Transformer
architecture was introduced by Vaswani et al [40] in “Attention
is all you need.” The Transformer aims to solve
sequence-to-sequence tasks while easily handling long-range
dependencies (problems for which the desired output depends
on inputs presented at times far in the past). It relies entirely on
self-attention to compute its input and output representations
without using sequence-aligned recurrent neural networks or
convolutions. The Transformer architecture has evolved, and
some models such as the Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers [41] and the Generative Pretrained
Transformer 2 [42] have achieved unprecedented performances
on various NLP tasks such as classification, question answering,
named entity-recognition, relation-extraction, or
sentence-similarity tasks [43,44]. A major efficient feature of
Transformers that dispatchers could benefit from is text
generation through autocompletion [45,46]. By proposing a text
complement fitting the string of characters that the dispatcher
would have started to type, the autocomplete would allow to
speed up the typing process and thus save time for the
dispatcher. The autocomplete would also limit typing errors by
entering the characters that remain to be typed without human
intervention. Finally, the autocomplete would avoid the
dispatcher having to correct their typing errors if necessary.

EMD Call Waiting Time

EMD calls can increase drastically under exceptional
circumstances such as mass shooting, wildfires, or when it is
recommended to call the center before seeking care (eg,
COVID-19) [47,48]. To reduce the waiting time before reaching
a dispatcher for very acute patients in ordinary and exceptional
situations, some solutions such as prioritized queue with the
help of an ASR model and a classifier are starting to be
considered and designed [49]. To the best of our knowledge,
such solutions have not been tested or even developed yet.

EMD Triage and Ambulance Dispatch

A large proportion of prehospital deaths when emergency
medical services are involved are preventable, with 4.9% to
11.3% potentially preventable deaths and 25.8% to 42.7%
definitely preventable deaths, as shown by Pfeifer et al [50].
The most frequent reasons evoked in this systematic review
were delayed treatment of patients with trauma (27%-58%),
management errors (40%-60%), and treatment errors
(50%-76.6%) [50]. Treatment delays and caller management
are often the result of dispatch algorithms that provide triage
of patients categorized as high acuity for critical care and
patients categorized as low acuity for diversion or nonurgent
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transport. Most of the current dispatch algorithms are rule based
or encompass a human review of rule-based algorithms [39].
To date, 2 retrospective studies have shown that statistical
machine learning and deep learning can improve or outperform
rule-based algorithms [51,52]. Further validation and impact
studies are needed to improve the current dysfunctional EMD
triage, and AI should be considered for enhancing the dispatch
algorithms. Start-up companies are making proposals to help
reduce response times and ensure data transmission from
connected devices before or during calls. For example, the
RapidSOS system is an emergency response data platform that
securely links data from connected devices and sensors directly
to first responders during emergencies. Another promising
system provided by the Israeli start-up MDGo is the use of
advanced AI technology to help dispatchers know if a car
accident requires an ambulance. When a car crash occurs, the
system creates a medical report in real time with data regarding
the forces applied on the passenger (eg, duration, moment, and
vector). These data are sent automatically to the Israeli
emergency medical services.

Improving EDs

ED Registration and Redirection
Whether generated from a symptom checker with a self-triage
step, from a call to an EMD center, or a connected device, all
collected data concerning patients could benefit EDs. Linking
emergency medical services to ED data allows a continuum of
care assessment and improvement in patient outcomes [53].
Concerns regarding interoperability, security, accurate patient
match algorithms, and the reliability of wireless networks as
potential barriers to adoption were identified in a review
conducted by Martin et al [54]. Several studies have
demonstrated the feasibility of various statistical models for
electronic health record (EHR) linking with EMD systems [54].
For example, Redfield et al [55] used logistic regression to link
Boston’s EMD electronic patient care reports with their hospital
EHR and achieved an unprecedented success rate of linkage
without manual review (99.4% sensitivity). The next few years
will likely reveal an expansion in the use of these techniques
in new ways. For patients arriving at the ED by their own means,
an initial medical screening could be performed by asking a
small number of questions using a smartphone or a digital kiosk
set up at the ED entrance. To date, all trials entailing the
redirection of patients categorized as low acuity within EDs
involved human intervention and were unsuccessful or
discontinued owing to adverse public relations incidents [14,56].
In a fully digitalized world, the acceptance of such solutions
accompanied by awareness campaigns should be more
substantial.

ED Triage
The check-in desk at the entrance of the ED is the first point of
contact for a patient requiring emergency care where
administrative agents open a specific section of the EHR. The
patient then becomes a future occupant of the ED room or
cubicle after being assessed by the triage nurse. Triage is a
sorting process in which the “triage nurse” is required to quickly
assess a large number of patients to decide the urgency of their
condition and the location in the ED in which they will be

evaluated and treated. Triage includes the attribution of a triage
score to each patient, and several scales have been developed
worldwide, with no evidence of superiority for one of them
[57,58]. Even with the adoption of 5-level triage scales, the
assessment still relies heavily on the subjective judgment of the
triage nurse, which is subject to significant variation [59].
Furthermore, Hinson et al [60], in their systematic review, found
several studies reporting low sensitivity (<80%) in identifying
patients who had critical illness outcomes or died during the
hospitalization. To address the lack of accuracy in the triage
process, several AI-based solutions have been tested, and the
authors found that there was an improvement in the health care
professionals’decision-making, thereby leading to better clinical
management and patient outcomes [61,62]. However, these
solutions were not dedicated to triage but outcomes such as
hospital admissions, mortality, or ED length of stay. An example
of a real-time AI application that is already used in 16 US
hospitals is provided by KATE [63,64]. Unlike most proprietary
software, a validation study has been published that showed
that KATE’s accuracy using an extreme gradient boosting model
[64] (Figure 3) was 27% (P<.001) higher than the average nurse
accuracy. However, no impact study has yet been published.

Similar to dispatchers, the documentation workload of triage
nurses can benefit from AI applications. Health care
professionals currently spend up to 50% of their time
documenting information in EHR [65-67]. The time spent
performing documentation tasks induces both poor and
inconsistent data, which may impact the quality of care [68,69].
Physicians prefer using free text over restrictive structured
forms, but clinical notes often lack readability owing to an
overload of acronyms and jargon [70,71], which leads to noisy,
ambiguous, and incomplete data.

A first improvement lever could be autocompletion, which
combines automatic annotation with labels of clinical concepts.
Greenbaum et al [72] and Gopinath et al [46] set up the
foundations of such technologies. The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology clinical machine learning group, led by Gopinath
et al [46], developed a tool called Medknowts that aims to
autocomplete clinical terms in the EHR while note-taking. This
tool was assessed in a real ED environment and showed a 67%
reduction in the keystroke burden of clinical concepts [46]. The
model used is fully disclosed and is based on a shallow dual
branch neural network for a minimal latency (time taken to
process 1 unit of data) of approximately 0.2 milliseconds. In
addition, MedKnowts allows the retrieval and display of
context-specific information from a patient’s EHR while
unifying the documentation and search process [73]. However,
the language aimed to be autocompleted with these systems is
strictly medical and does not reflect the reality of clinical notes
containing both nonmedical and medical concepts. Using new
NLP deep learning models such as Transformers, as mentioned
previously, can help handle the complexity of these type of data.
Transformers have reached a state-of-the-art status for ASR by
reducing the word error rate to <5 (the lower the better) on
several libraries and languages [74]. Nonetheless, some
challenges remain to be addressed such as latency, streaming,
and adaptation capabilities for implementing E2E models. The
growing progression in the technological capabilities of hospitals
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(servers and graphics cards) will allow for real-time efficiency
without affecting the workflow. Another solution is to retrieve
relevant information from real-time dialogues between health
care professionals and patients. Ideally, the system would write
down information in free-text form but would also extract
entities such as symptoms or medications and predict scores,

risk factors, and diagnosis. Vocal AI assistants such as Suki
[75] and Dragon Medical One [76] are already available for
health care practitioners, claiming a documentation time
reduction of 72%. So far, no peer-reviewed derivation or
validation studies have been found to support the legitimacy of
these solutions’ commercial claims.

Figure 3. Gradient boosting explanation.

The Digital Hospital Concept
A digital hospital concept in the image of the digital twin [77]
(Figure 4) would allow real-time bed availability. The admission
and discharge data, currently collected by the admissions
departments, could be transferred to the digital hospital, and
the estimation of the projected bed availability rate could be
made available in each department. Traditional models
estimating length of stay are mostly statistical [78] or based on
machine learning [79] using the previous length of stay as input.
The digital hospital model would be based on the same
foundation and would also be adjusted regularly owing to a
trend toward shorter lengths of stay and a shift to ambulatory

medicine. The model would also be able to adjust to external
data such as environmental and epidemiological factors (eg,
epidemics) in real time. Thus, if visibility on downstream beds
is guaranteed, not only can waiting time in the ED be reduced
when hospitalization is needed, but transfers to downstream
services can also be facilitated in the event of congestion.
Creating a network of all digital hospitals at the regional or state
level could ensure the availability and visibility of beds and
facilitate transfers between health care facilities. On a
comprehensive scale, these data can provide real-time visibility
of foreseeable ED arrivals and allow resources to be adapted
accordingly.

Figure 4. The human digital twin.

Improving the Patient’s Waiting Time Experience
Patient experience or satisfaction with ED care is a growing
area of research, and the literature has demonstrated a correlation
between high overall patient experience and improved patient
outcomes, cost-effectiveness, and other health care system goals
[80-82]. Several factors lead to better patient satisfaction in
emergency medicine such as actual waiting times [83], perceived
waiting times [84], staff-patient communication, and staff
empathy and compassion [85].

Waiting time to care in ED is the cumulative result of the time
from registration assessment and the time from assessment to
the initiation of medical care. This waiting time is modulated
by triage in EDs when dedicated triage staff are available.
Inadequate staffing has been identified as a major throughput
factor associated with longer waiting times [4]. Apart from
alleviating documentation tasks and facilitating flow
management in ED, AI cannot propose solutions when political

decisions or executives regulate staff quotas. In contrast,
perceived waiting time could benefit from innovation. Waiting
without information provided about delays can be a tedious and
frustrating experience among people seeking urgent care, and
lack of information magnifies patients’ sense of uncertainty and
increases their psychological distress sometimes, leading to
violent behaviors [86,87]. Transparency is a major determinant
of patient satisfaction related to waiting time [12,52]. Patients
provided with written or gamified ED processes tend to have a
higher level of satisfaction [88,89]. Information about the
estimated waiting time is provided by triage nurses or signboards
at the admission desk in some hospitals. However, it has been
shown that this information is not given for most patients [90].
Accurate waiting time for patients can be derived from the
digital hospital with a dashboard of available places and beds.
A screen indicating the waiting time in real time can be installed
in the waiting room [91]. Additional information such as major
events impacting the waiting time could be displayed on the
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screen (eg, a pileup on the highway), and mobilizing the
patient’s empathy could reduce self-centered perception of care
[92]. Patient-specific information on personalized waiting time
estimates can also be provided via a mobile app. A positive
environment can also improve a patient’s perception of waiting
time [93]. Distracting activities such as the use of personal cell
phones can be difficult for some patients in ED rooms. The
benefits of virtual reality glasses have already been demonstrated
in pain management [94] and in the reduction of preoperative
anxiety [95]. Hence, virtual reality glasses can also be proposed
for distraction and counseling.

ED and EMD Data Processing Enhanced by AI for
Public Health Surveillance
EDs and EMD centers generate a large volume of diverse
health-related data. For public health surveillance aims, these
data are most often used retrospectively and by sampling
hospitals [96]. Some near–real-time surveillance systems use
information extracted from EHR in addition to manual
implementation provided by health care professionals [97].
These nonexhaustive procedures are time and resource
consuming and are mostly based on voluntary work. Automatic
signal extraction from EHR would allow real-time monitoring
and ensure the responsiveness sought in any surveillance system
[98,99]. The use of new state-of-the-art NLP models such as
Transformers would bypass the difficulties in extracting
fine-grained and standardized data from the most frequently
used entries (free text) in ED and EMD.

Furthermore, with the appropriate network infrastructure, data
should be collected and analyzed in real time, enabling early,

accurate, and reliable signals of health anomalies and disease
outbreaks. In addition, AI provides an opportunity to use various
new or underexploited data sources for public health surveillance
purposes, particularly those not originally or intentionally
designed to answer epidemiological questions. A large amount
of nontraditional data are self-generated by the public through
their ubiquitous use of smart devices and social media. Public
health has the potential to use real-time longitudinal data
collected for health surveillance [100].

Ethical and Legal Challenges Posed by the
Implementation of AI in Emergency Medicine

Overview
Despite the potential of AI to improve emergency clinical care,
numerous ethical and legal challenges prevail. An ethical
principle is a statement of a duty or a responsibility, and when
applied to AI technologies for health, it covers their life cycle
(Figure 5).

A trustworthy AI is safe and fair with managed biases,
transparent and accountable, explainable and interpretable. AI
protects human autonomy, and is privacy-enhanced [101,102].
A sense of common responsibility among all the actors involved
in an AI life cycle should prevail, and health care providers
have a special duty to adhere to these requirements because of
patients’ dependence on their care, should AI systems be used
to assist health care practitioners in clinical decision-making
[103]. To lay the foundations for trustworthy AI in emergency
medicine, the ethical considerations cannot be dissociated from
the legal answers that are or will be provided.

Figure 5. Life cycle and key dimensions of an artificial intelligence (AI) system. Extracted from National Institute of Standards and Technology [101].
TEVV: test, evaluation, verification, and validation.

Safety, Fairness, and Bias Management
AI systems “should not, under defined conditions, cause physical
or psychological harm or lead to a state in which human life,
health, property, or the environment is endangered” [104].
Identifying, mitigating, and minimizing risks and potential

harms associated with AI applications, especially in emergency
medicine, are essential steps toward the development of safe
AI systems and their appropriate and responsible use [101].
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Addressing AI risks and bias prospectively and continuously
throughout the AI life cycle aims at preventing misalignment
(Figure 6) [105,106].

Current attempts to address the harmful effects of AI bias remain
focused on computational factors. However, systemic, human,

institutional, and societal factors are also important sources of
AI bias and are currently overlooked. We hereby propose to
initiate the discussion and lay the groundwork for managing
the risks associated with the use of AI in emergency medicine
by identifying the biases that can be anticipated.

Figure 6. Misaligned goals in artificial intelligence (AI).

Bias in Data and Design
Once end users (eg, health care professionals) start interacting
with an AI system or application, any early design and
development decisions that were poorly specified and based on
narrow perspectives can be exposed, leaving the process
vulnerable to additive statistical or human biases [107].

Data Set Bias Challenge

Several categories of biases are held by health data sets used
for training AI.

First, the choice of the data set for either pretraining or training
can produce a sampling bias leading to a distributional shift
[108], which is a mismatch between the data or environment in
which the system is trained and that used in operation. Would
training an AI application on EHRs of a local ED in a given
region or state with given protocols and EHR architecture lead
to the same results in the neighboring state’s university hospital?
When considering a physician-patient vocal assistant, how can
language variety (regional or social dialects), linguistic
variations (pronunciation, prosody, word choice, and grammar),
and foreign speakers be considered?

Large-scale data sets are increasingly deployed for decision
support applications, often in high-risk settings such as
emergency medicine, and off-label uses result in representation
bias harms. Low-represented populations or conditions should
be carefully handled with rebalancing techniques such as data
augmentation, oversampling, or weighting systems. Causal
models and graphs can also be used to detect direct
discrimination in the data [109,110].

Aggregation bias (or ecological fallacy) arises when false
conclusions are drawn about individuals from observing the
entire population. An example of this type of bias in an
emergency setting would be patients calling or presenting
themselves with heart failure. Symptoms of heart failure differ
in complex ways across genders [111,112]. Therefore, a model
that ignores individual differences will likely not be well suited
for gender groups in the population. This is true despite an equal
representation in the training data. Any general assumptions
regarding subgroups within the population can result in
aggregation bias [113].

The Simpson paradox should also be considered at the designing
step. The Simpson paradox is a type of aggregation bias that
arises in the analysis of heterogeneous data [114]. The paradox
arises when an association observed in aggregated data
disappears or reverses when the same data are disaggregated
into their underlying subgroups. For example, if an AI-guided
CDSS was to be built for naloxone administration, when testing
the model, if the clinical presentation severity or opioid type is
unequally distributed among groups, the Simpson paradox will
likely contribute to different rates of naloxone administration
[115].

Modifiable areal unit problem is a statistical bias in geospatial
analysis that arises when modeling data at different levels of
spatial aggregation [116]. This bias results in different trends
learned when the data are aggregated at different spatial scales.
For example, when designing an AI system for ambulance
demand, only estimates based on minimal-resolution data should
be relied upon, as ambulance demand using areal data is
potentially misleading owing to the modifiable areal unit
problem [117].

Omitted variable bias can also arise from variable selection for
an emergency AI application. For example, when considering
a triage application in which care protocols and treatment
guidelines vary based on the patient’s insurance status, omitting
this variable could lead to errors in the triage score. However,
considering this variable for better accuracy will lead to
unfairness, which is already present in a real-world setting.

High-quality input data are essential for constructing realistic
AI systems. Missing data bias is common in EHR data input
quality management, and its gestion should be considered during
the design step [118]. Several authors suggest that explicitly
representing the presence or absence of data in the underlying
logic of a CDSS can improve prediction performance [119].

Owing to the specificity of ED activities, data entry also comes
with several biases such as recall bias (as health care
practitioners often enter data several minutes or hours after the
emergency has occurred) or confirmation bias (as health care
practitioners often rely on heuristic-based decisions [120]). It
has recently been shown that serious games can improve
physicians’ heuristic judgment by providing them with a
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simulated experience. Additional experiments could lead to
better data capture for less biased data sets [121].

Human biases, whether conditioned socially or cognitive, may
influence data selection, preprocessing, annotation (attributing
labels to an unlabeled data set), and analysis process. Annotator
biases could lead to biases in the training or test data set. Hence,
proper training on the annotation task, sufficient incentives,
facilitating background and expertise diversity among annotators
(eg, nurses, physicians, researchers, and students), and the
inclusion of a follow-up procedure with agreement evaluation
could help in reducing these label biases [122].

Systemic institutional biases are also expected in the health data
sets used to model the underlying AI applications. The issue of
“flattening” the societal and behavioral factors within the data
sets themselves is problematic but often overlooked [123]. If
these biases are left unattended, AI applications are likely to
reproduce human bias such as triage errors for women, older
adults, and minor ethnicities [124,125].

Bias in AI Model Choice and Validation

The choice of models and their training process is a crucial step
in the AI life cycle, and multiple biases can result from this.
Most AI applications presented in the Actual and Possible
Applications of AI for Emergency Services section are based on
NLP, and concerns regarding the biases introduced by the
growing use of large language models (ie, Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers, Generative Pretrained
Transformer 2, and XLNET) are relevant [126].

Semantic Biases

Embeddings are the most common text inputs represented in
NLP systems, and they have been shown to detect racial and
gender biases in training data [127]. As large language models
are pretrained on almost the entire text corpus available from
the internet, they are prone to the same societal biases as those
that prevail on the internet. Semantic biases hold not only for
word embeddings but also for contextual representations.
Debiasing sentence representation is at the heart of the efforts
of some research teams. However, the impact and applicability
of debiased embeddings are unclear for a wide range of
downstream tasks [128].

Algorithmic Effect

The algorithmic complexity can vary greatly from one AI model
to another. The number of parameters that mathematically
encode the training data can range from 1 to 1 trillion. Simple
models with fewer parameters are often used because they tend
to be cheaper to build, have better latency and better
generalizability, are more explainable and transparent, and are
easier to implement. However, these models can exacerbate
statistical biases because restrictive assumptions about the
training data often do not hold with nuanced demographic data.
Complex models are often used for nonlinear and multimodal
data such as text and images. These models can capture latent
systemic biases in ways that are difficult to recognize and
predict. Expert systems, another AI paradigm, can encode
cognitive and perceptual biases in the accumulated knowledge
of practitioners from which the system is designed to draw.

The Objective Function Bias

The choice of the model’s objective function, upon which the
model’s definition of accuracy is based, can reflect bias. In an
emergency context, decisions must often be taken rapidly,
meaning that AI should not increase the time required to reach
a decision that would divert the patient to appropriate care. Not
taking the vital and time context into consideration during model
selection could harm patients. In addition to task-specific
metrics, streaming and adaptation must be considered.

Validation Bias

Performing tests on an AI system involved in health care under
optimal conditions is challenging. Rigorous simulation and
in-domain testing of time-specific windows or given locations
should be performed before generalization. Randomized
controlled trials and prospective studies in compliance with
guidelines specific to AI interventions such as CONSORT-AI
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials–AI) [129] or
SPIRIT-AI (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for
Interventional Trials–AI) [130] should be conducted to ensure
the transparency and validation of the application. The
CONSORT-AI extension recommends that investigators provide
clear descriptions of the AI intervention, including instructions
and skills required for use, the setting in which the AI
intervention is integrated, the handling of inputs and outputs of
the AI intervention, the human-AI interaction, and the analysis
of error cases.

Bias in Deployment

Inclusiveness Bias

AI should encourage equitable use in emergency and primary
care independent of age, gender, ethnicity, income, language
spoken, or ability to comprehend. When considering a
smartphone app or a digital lock at the entrance of an ED,
different languages should be proposed. Accessibility devices
for disabilities (visual, hearing, moving, and reading
impairments) should also be made available. Access to these
technologies is particularly challenging for older adults, and
alternative solutions should be proposed for this population.

Automation Complacency

Health care practitioners may have a propensity to trust
suggestions from AI decision support systems, which summarize
large numbers of inputs into automated real-time predictions,
while inadvertently discounting relevant information from
nonautomated systems. Some information about the visual,
behavioral, and intuitive analysis of a patient does not
necessarily lead to rigorous documentation in EHR, yet this
information contributes to clinical decision-making. Moreover,
can this type of information can be captured by an AI model?
Fully relying on a triage score prediction provided by an AI
application without the necessary hindsight toward the added
value of one’s experience, common sense, and observation skills
could lead to inaccurate resource allocation or priority levels
for patients during triage.

Selective Adherence

In contrast, health care practitioners can selectively adopt the
AI advice when it matches their preexisting beliefs and
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stereotypes, leading to biases in the overall performance of the
system.

Monitoring

Continuous measurement and monitoring of an algorithm’s
performance is necessary to assess whether it has a detrimental
impact on patients or groups of patients. Tests and evaluations
should cover the potential differential performance of the model
according to age, gender, and relevant characteristics. As health
care facilities benefit from quality and safety certification by
public health and governmental agencies, AI technologies in
health care should be audited periodically and externally. The
report of these evaluations should be made public and intelligible
to ensure transparency. In addition, assessing algorithm errors
or deviations from human decisions can lead to reinforcement
learning and an improvement in the model. Safe AI refers to
the ability to modify misaligned systems. For this purpose,
adversarial training procedures should be developed both as
part of the training phase and the implementation.

Fairness and Inclusiveness
Fairness in AI includes concerns for equality and equity by
addressing issues such as bias and discrimination. Fairness
standards can be complex and difficult to define in emergency
medicine because of disparities across health care systems (eg,
in the United States, where hospital care protocols and treatment
guidelines vary depending on the patient’s insurance status),
policies, and geographic areas.

Inclusiveness requires that AI used in health care be tailored to
support the broadest possible appropriate and equitable use and
access, regardless of age, gender, income, ability, ethnicity,
language spoken, or ability to comprehend. AI should be
developed, deployed, and monitored by people from diverse
disciplines, expertise, backgrounds, and cultures. AI technology
should be designed and evaluated by those required to use the
system including patients (who are themselves diverse).

Transparency, Accountability, and Liability
In the interest of patient safety and trust, a certain amount of
transparency must be ensured. Transparency reflects the extent
to which information about an AI system or application is
available to individuals. Its scope ranges from design decisions
to training data, the structure of the model, its intended use case,
and how and when deployment or end-user decisions were made
and by whom. Transparency and participation can be increased
by the use of open-source software for the underlying design

of an AI technology or by making the source code of the
software publicly available (eg, Babylon Health). However,
there may be some legitime issues related to intellectual property
protection [131].

The use of AI technologies in health care requires the
assignment of responsibility within complex systems in which
responsibility is distributed among different actors. When
medical decisions made by AI technologies harm individuals,
the responsibility and accountability processes must clearly
identify the relative roles of manufacturers and clinical users in
that harm. This is an evolving challenge that remains unsolved
in the laws of most countries [132]. Institutions have not only
a legal responsibility but also a duty to take responsibility for
the decisions made by the algorithms they use. To avoid the
diffusion of liability, a seamless liability model (“collective
responsibility”), in which all stakeholders involved in the
development and deployment of an AI technology are held
accountable, can encourage all actors to act responsibly and
minimize harm. Another proposition made by Maliha et al [133]
is the creation of a compensation program that does not consider
liability but instead assesses fees on stakeholders.

Health care practitioners and health systems may be liable for
malpractice or negligence. Imagine a dispatcher fully relying
on an AI application that did not correctly classify the patient
as high risk of having an OHCA, inducing delay in assistance
and eventually death. To what extent would the dispatcher be
liable for malpractice? So far, tort law protects health
practitioners from liability as long as they follow the standards
of care, regardless of its effectiveness in a particular case. AI
involvement in emergency medicine has induced a previously
unregulated paradigm shift. Possible legal outcomes depend on
whether the AI application’s recommendation follows the
standard of care and on the AI accuracy, practitioner action,
and patient outcome, as proposed by Price et al [134] (Table
1).

Clinical malpractice, whether involving AI or not, leading to
injury often induces compensation, as mentioned in Table 1.
ED physicians already have higher rates of malpractice
insurance owing to the higher risk of lawsuits. Does the
malpractice insurer encompass the use of AI in high-risk fields
such as emergency medicine? If so, how do we ensure that
health care professionals receive the necessary insurance
coverage? How can health care professionals be defended in
court when they are threatened by claims involving AI? These
questions remain to be answered by the legal community.
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Table 1. Examples of potential legal outcomes related to artificial intelligence (AI) use in clinical practice [134].

Legal outcome (probable)Patient outcomePractitioner actionAI recommendation and accuracy

Standard of care

No injury and no liabilityGoodFollowsCorrect

Injury and liabilityBadRejectsCorrect

Injury but no liabilityBadFollowsIncorrect (standard of care is incorrect)

No injury and no liabilityGoodRejectsIncorrect (standard of care is incorrect)

Non–standard of care

No injury and no liabilityGoodFollowsCorrect (standard of care is incorrect)

Injury but no liabilityBadRejectsCorrect (standard of care is incorrect)

Injury and liabilityBadFollowsIncorrect

No injury and no liabilityGoodRejectsIncorrect

Explainability and Interpretability
Explainability refers to a representation of the mechanisms
underlying the operation of an algorithm or model, whereas
interpretability refers to the meaning of an AI system’s output.
Laws and regulations such as the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) state that automated (or guided)
decision-making should come along with the logic involved, as
well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such
processing for the data subject (Article 13{2}). When
considering the possible application of emotion detection in
voice during emergency calls to detect urgent conditions, the
transparency and explainability of an AI solution is challenging.
In emergency situations, the time requirements and explanation
details collide. Thus, information regarding the outputs of an
AI application should be meaningful and straightforward.
Traditional machine learning models are mostly based on
techniques that are inherently explainable. In contrast, deep
learning models are considered as “black boxes” and have a
higher computational cost (memory requirements and inference
time). Explainable AI (XAI) is a recent field of research that
attempts to provide solutions to confer trust in AI for
practitioners [135]. XAI has additional features that enable
better interpretability for end users. These features or
explanations are provided for the model’s process as a whole
(global) or for an individual prediction (local). This explanation
emerges directly from the prediction process (self-explaining)
versus processing post hoc [136]. Depending on the
stakeholder’s expectations, the explanations and the way they
are provided differ. There is a lack of consensus about which
explanations can be used in different health care settings and
how to measure them. Most studies have focused on subjective
measurements, such as user satisfaction, goodness of
explanation, acceptance, and trust in the system [137]. Further
studies are required to evaluate the performance of XAI in health
care settings.

Autonomy

For Emergency Health Care Providers

The adoption of AI in health care will lead to situations in which
decision-making power can be, or is at least partially, transferred
to machines. Protecting autonomy implies that humans remain

in control of medical and health care system decisions. The
opacity and “black-box” problem of an AI system [138] can
make it difficult for health care professionals to ascertain how
the system arrived at a decision and how an error may occur.
How can health care providers be expected to remain in full
control of their AI-assisted decisions when interpreting AI
decisions is opaque even for developers? To what extent should
health care providers inform patients that they do not fully
interpret the recommendation provided by the AI system? AI
systems should be designed to assist health care providers in
making informed decisions. Moreover, to account for an AI
application, ranking decisions and providing confidence score
should be mandatory. For example, in the case of an emergency
triage score, for each score proposed by an AI system, the
predictions with highest accuracy should be given along with
their associated probabilities.

For Patients

AI technology should not be used without the patient’s valid
informed consent. Owing to the patient’s sometimes
life-threatening condition, consent based on clear and intelligible
information is not always feasible. Therefore, the responsibility
for making an AI-assisted decision is shifted to health care
professionals. Informed consent and its exceptions, without the
use of AI, are equally regulated in the United States and Europe,
with a tendency to not render practitioners liable for decisions
taken in critical situations [139]. However, these statutory
exceptions do not protect against litigation for malpractice and
lack of informed consent [140]. Should health care practitioners
use the AI-guided CDSS when obtaining informed consent is
not possible? European Union has taken several steps to address
the issue of liability when AI is involved in clinical
decision-making. GDPR Article 13 (2): “[...] the controller shall,
at the time when personal data are obtained, provide the data
subject with the following further information necessary to
ensure fair and transparent processing: (f) the existence of
automated decision-making, including profiling, referred to in
Article 22 (1) and (4) and, at least in those cases, meaningful
information about the logic involved, as well as the significance
and the envisaged consequences of such processing for the data
subject.”
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Under Article 22 (1) and (3), “The data subject (ie, the patient)
shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely
on automated processing, including profiling, which produces
legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly
affects him or her” unless the decision is “based on the data
subject’s explicit consent.” However, the GDPR does not
provide regulations for specific situations such as those
mentioned in Transparency, Accountability, and Liability
section, but the European Commission is currently working on
a liability directive to address and regulate liability for AI use
[141,142].

Privacy
Privacy generally refers to norms and practices that help to
preserve individual autonomy, identity, and dignity.
Privacy-related values, such as anonymity, confidentiality, and
control, should generally guide choices in the design,
development, and deployment of AI systems. For example, the
characteristics of AI and the novel risks associated with privacy
protection are addressed in the European GDPR. Developing a
compatible international framework to protect personal
information would benefit stakeholders, and particularly
patients, involved in AI for health care [143]. Clear information
regarding the use of patient data for AI development purposes
should be made available at any point of the emergency care
trajectory. The right to erasure (right to be forgotten) as stated
by GDPR Article 17 (“the data subject shall have the right to
obtain from the controller the erasure of personal data
concerning him or her without undue delay and the controller
shall have the obligation to erase personal data without undue
delay under given conditions”) should be made possible,
although it is problematic for AI developers.

Conclusions
AI has gained increasing attention owing to its potential
advantages in health care and especially in emergency medicine

for which several applications are currently used. Most ED and
EMD AI applications are based on NLP and ASR because of
the privileged documentation medium of free or semistructured
text or the practitioner-patient interaction. There are limited
studies on the types of models used and their validation methods.
We noted a lack of evidence for symptom checkers with
decreasing performance over time. Overall, AI-based
applications in emergency medicine lack proper derivation,
validation, or impact evaluations that are performed rigorously
and independently.

Building a trustworthy, safe, and XAI requires a holistic
approach that encompasses all sociotechnical aspects involved.
Human factors such as participatory design and multistakeholder
approaches are important for building such AI systems.
Inclusiveness begins at the very beginning of the design step,
with the inclusion of stakeholders (including end users) from
diverse disciplines, expertise, backgrounds, and culture. All
possible biases and risks should be identified and documented
before any initiation, and they should be monitored
continuously.

However, when emergency medicine is concerned with the
development of AI applications, several principles mentioned
above collide, and trade-offs must be determined. How can we
determine the trade-off among interpretability and performance,
time, and explainability? How can transparency be ensured
when intellectual property is involved? How can liability be
determined when AI harms?

AI should alleviate the high burden placed on health care
professionals, but despite the ethical foundations laid, the actors
gravitating around health care systems such as legislators,
regulatory agencies, and insurers are not federated to ensure the
safety of stakeholders.
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